
                                       DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL STUDIES 
 

                    CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY 
 

This Diploma centers on criminal behavior with a focus on Law enforcement, handling of 
evidence, and crime scene investigation. 

Criminal Justice is a demanding career requiring exceptional skills and knowledge. This 
program is directed at criminal law practitioners such as lawyers, forensic and police              
investigators; public policing as well as the private security industry. 

 
Credits 360 

16 Modules 
 
General Management for Law Enforcement 
 

Policing 1 

Security Practice 1 
Criminal Law 
Law of procedure and Evidence 

Elective Courses (select one) 
Criminology 1 
Forensic Investigation 1 

Crime Scene Management 
Business Communication 

Common and Statutory Law 
 
Policing 2 

Security Practice 2 
Elective Courses (Select one) 
Criminology 2 

Forensic Investigation 2 
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design 

 

Policing 3 
Security Practice 3 

Intelligence led Policing Practice 
Applied Ethic (WIL) 
Elective Courses (Select one) 

Criminology 3 
Forensic Investigation 3 

Principles of Forensic Physiology 

Cyber Security  



FORENSIC SCIENCE 

Enhance your investigative skills with Forensic Science courses. From solving problems with 
preserving evidence, gain top skills to boost your career.  

 
Handling Stress: Studying in the direction of forensics will ultimately lead to you joining an 
industry that is fast paced and stressful. You will have tons of responsibilities on your 

shoulders. This subject will teach you healthy coping mechanisms to deal with the stressors 
of the job. 
   

Problem solving and statistical methods: This subject will teach you different approaches 
to tackle problems more effectively. You will also learn the important role statistics play in  

evaluating problems. Use these skills to find the best solution for problems that may arise.  
 
Laboratory Quality: Learn more about the accuracy, reliability and timeliness of reported 

test results. You will learn about the importance of accurate results and the reliability of    
reporting results and how useful these are in a clinical and public health setting.  

  
Criminal Justice: In this course you will learn about issues and theories related to crime, 
law and judicial administration. Learn all about how criminals are processed and the               

rehabilitation of offenders. 
   
Preserving Evidence: From crime scene to forensic laboratory to courtroom, all evidence 

must be identified, inventoried and secured to preserve its integrity. This subject teaches 
you how to preserve evidence.   

  
Ethical Considerations: Ethical Considerations are an important part of doing research. 
This subject will teach you about informed consent, confidentiality, anonymity and much 

more.  
  
Fields in Forensic Science: Due to the highly complex field of forensic science, forensic  

scientists are most often skilled in a particular area of forensic science, such as latent 
prints, questioned documents, trace evidence, or firearms, just to name a few. In this     

subject you will learn about the major groups in forensic science.   
 
Forensic Science (Biology): Forensic biology is the application of biology to associate a   

person whether they are a victim or suspect to a location, item or another person. They do 
so by inspecting crime scenes for potential evidence in the form of DNA, blood, hair, saliva, 

and more.  


